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Abstract
Stretchable conductors play a fundamental role in wearable electronics as device
electrodes and interconnects. Polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) is conventionally used as the
platform for stretchable conductors which are fabricated by depositing a thin layer of gold
metal onto the surface. These gold films fail electrically under minimal strains (15-20%
linear elongation) due to uncontrolled crack propagation through the metal film. Adding a
rough microstructured polymer layer onto the PDMS surface preserves electrical
conductivity in metal films to higher elongations of 60% due to the numerous sites for
strain localization. However, such heterogeneous layered systems are vulnerable to
delamination, leading to device failure. In this thesis, we fabricate a composite layer by
combining silane modified silica nanoparticles together with PDMS prepolymer on top of
an elastomeric substrate to enable the fabrication of stretchable gold films.
Chapter 2 describes the fabrication and deposition of this composite layer onto an
elastomeric substrate for robust interlayer adhesion for the fabrication of stretchable gold
films. Changing the loading and dispersity of the particles in the composite layer enables
gold films to stretch to 50 - 70% elongations. There is a very linear change in resistance
with elongation that is unique to each particle loading creating a tunable system with the
opportunity for different strain sensor applications.
Chapter 3 expands on the work in Chapter 2 by examining the effect of dramatically
changing the particle size, from 12 nm (Chapter 2) to 300 nm on the organization and
structure of the composite surface and the influence on the retention of conductivity with
stretching of overlying gold films. By increasing the size of the particles, they associated
less with one another and with the polymer resulting in films with less topography and
higher resistances upon elongation.
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1. Chapter 1

Introduction

1

1.1. Stretchable/Wearable Electronics
Technology is constantly changing and has taken off of in past 50 years or so evolving
from big and bulky devices into small, very powerful devices such as laptops and smart phones.
Electronics have also diversified over time, and as society evolves, so has the desire to be
connected all the time. This has led to devices becoming more wearable in a variety of different
ways, such as virtual reality headsets, smartwatches, and activity trackers. This evolution is not
solely for consumer products and has also been beneficial for the biomedical field as well, as
large, complicated machinery becomes more sophisticated and smaller in size. Regardless of the
size or complexity of these devices, they still share the need for electrical conductors that are
commonly made of rigid and brittle materials.
The next phase of electronics is moving towards making these rigid and brittle devices
stretchable. By making electronics soft, lightweight, and conformal, they can seamlessly be
integrated with the human body. This opens the doors to avenues that have not had the
opportunity to be explored in the medical field due to the limitations of having to use rigid
devices. Examples include contact lenses capable of detecting glucose levels, [1] inflatable balloon
catheters used to assist in treating various heart conditions,[2] and surgical gloves capable of
detecting changes in temperature during surgery.[3] Stretchable light emitting displays,[4-6] solar
cells,[7-9] and batteries[10,11] have also been developed that will help enable the commercialization
of consumer goods, such as computers and cell phones, that could be shatterproof due to the
incorporation of components that are made entirely of stretchable thin films and soft rubbery
materials. Since conductors are particularly important in the fabrication of electronic devices,
they have special interest in the stretchable electronics field and are the main focus of this thesis.

1.2. Stretchable Substrates
Devices need to be mounted on a base or a substrate in order to be used. If the conductor or
device is going to be stretchable, the substrate must also be stretchable. Elastomers are materials
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that when deformed under stress at room temperature, quickly revert back to their original form
and size after the stress has been removed.[12] A common class of elastomers that is studied is
called silicones, in particular silicone rubbers.

1.2.1. Poly(dimethylsiloxane) Substrates
The primary substrate of choice used by researchers is the elastomer polydimethylsiloxane
(PDMS). PDMS is a silicone rubber composed of a backbone of alternating silicon and oxygen
atoms of which each silicon atom in the backbone has two methyl groups attached. The polymer
is formed from the crosslinking of two liquid parts in air or at temperatures ranging from 20°C to
150°C; the base containing siloxane oligomers and the curing agent containing siloxane crosslinkers such as those seen in Figure 1.1.[13]

Figure 1.1. Siloxane oligomers and cross-linkers that react together with a platinum catalyst to form
polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS). Adapted with permission from reference 13.

The silicon hydride groups that are present in the curing agent react with vinyl groups
present in the base component through a platinum catalyzed hydrosilylation reaction similar to
the Chalk-Harrod or modified Chalk-Harrod reaction as seen in Scheme 1.1.[14] In the mechanism,
there is an oxidative addition of Si-H to a Pt0 catalyst, then an alkene is inserted into either the
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metal hydride bond or the metal silicon bond, and then followed by a Si-C or C-H reductive
elimination.

Scheme 1.1. Chalk-Harrod Platinum catalyzed hydrosilylation reaction. Adapted with permission from reference 14.

PDMS is an ideal substrate to be used for stretchable electronics because it is a soft,
transparent, and stretchable elastomer at room temperature, biocompatible, and commercially
available. It has a Young's Modulus of 1.32 - 2.97 MPa[15] and can be stretched up to 140%
elongation[16] before sample rupture. It is also easily molded into various shapes and sizes since
the pre-polymer exists as a liquid before curing. These characteristics make it an ideal substrate
for use in stretchable and wearable electronics as it allows for integration with the human body.
After being crosslinked, PDMS in its native form presents a hydrophobic surface and
results in a contact angle of 113.5 ± 2°.[17] It has surface chemistry that is easy to work with due
to its low surface energy of 19.8mN/m @ 20°C.[18] The surface free energy is easily tuned and
hydroxyl groups can be generated on the surface through treatment with ozone, plasma discharge,
or UV light which allows for further chemical modifications to occur as necessary.[19] However,
as great of a material PDMS is, there are some limitations. The material decomposes at
temperatures beyond 200°C, sulfur containing chemicals inhibit the curing process due to
poisoning of the platinum catalyst, and many organic solvents can swell cured PDMS. [20] Since
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PDMS thermally decomposes at high temperatures, it limits some possible processing operations
and prohibits it from being used for applications that involve exposure to high heat.

1.3. Stretchable Metal Films
Conductors provide a very simple but necessary function in devices by providing a
pathway for electricity either by providing contact electrodes within devices or as interconnects
between devices in a circuit. If a device or circuit is going to be stretchable, all parts within it
need to be able to stretch with it while maintaining conductivity. An efficient conductor will need
a material that will provide electrical signals quickly. In order to do this, the conductivity of the
material is a key parameter to keep in mind; high conductivity will allow for quick signal delivery
and proper communication between electrical circuit components. Some materials that have been
explored as electrodes and device interconnects are silver nanowires,[21-24] carbon nanotubes,[25-28]
conductive polymers,[29,30] and metal coatings[31-36] Silver nanowires, carbon nanotubes, and
conductive

polymers

such

as

poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene)

polystyrene

sulfonate

(PEDOT:PSS), have benefits such as transparency and solution-based processing, but in terms of
conductivity, they are still several orders of magnitude less conductive than thin metal films. For
example, the conductivity of gold is 4.10x109 S/cm[37] while the conductivity of PEDOT:PSS is in
the range of 10 S/cm[38] under ideal conditions but can be up to 4380 S/cm[39] when modified.
While the conductivity of thin metal films is superior to that of other conductive materials,
metal films inherently are not stretchable. Free standing metal films under tensile strain undergo
thinning of the metal and neck formation in the middle of the film which leads to rupture at low
elongations (1-2%)[40] as can be seen in Figure 1.2 a.[41]

5

Figure1.2. Comparison of strain effects on free-standing metal films and metal films adhered to a polymer substrate a)
Free standing metal film under tensile strain experiences forms a neck and ruptures. b) Metal film bonded to a polymer
substrate experiences localized strain preventing neck formation. c) Metal film experiences a neck and ruptures when
poorly adhered to the polymer substrate. Adapted with permission from reference 41.

The stretchability of the metal film can be improved by adhering the metal film to an
elastomeric substrate which suppresses the strain localization responsible for necking and rupture
of the freestanding films (Figure 1.2 b). However, if the metal film were to debond at any part of
the substrate, the metal film becomes free standing and will easily form a neck and rupture
leading to sites of discontinuity and a loss of a conductive pathway (Figure 1.2 c). [41] Lacour et
al., investigated the stretchability of a metal film bonded to a flat PDMS substrate. They
discovered that thin films of gold can be stretched up to 22% elongation before failing electrically
due to cracks that propagated through the width of the sample.[42] The cracks formed under tensile
strain tend to be long and uncontrollable and lead to large changes in resistance bringing about
electrical failure.
There has been much work done in the field to combat the rupturing of metal films under
strain to maintain a conductive network upon stretching. There are two main methods employed
to maintain a conductive pathway under strain; the first works to avoid cracks with the use of inand out-of-plane wavy architectures while the second engineers the formation of cracks through
nano- and micro-structured surfaces.
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1.3.1. Architecture Based Metal Films on Stretchable Surfaces
The first method used to make thin metal films stretch employs wavy architectures that are
crafted to be out-of-plane or in-plane. These morphologies are used in particular to avoid the
formation of any cracks in the metal film that would reduce or break conductivity. A key idea
necessary for this method to work, is that there is a conversion of stretching strain into bending
strain and that the thickness of the film is very thin in comparison to that of the substrate.[43,44]
Due to the film thickness being much smaller than the substrate, the relationship between the film
strain (εf) and radius of curvature can be approximated by:
𝜀𝑓=

𝑑
2𝑟

where the d is the thickness of the substrate and r is the radius of curvature. [45] Films can be
structured in a way that converts linear strain to bending strain. When linear strain is applied to
the system, the film will elongate by bending and unfolding before cracks begin to form and this
is what allows it to stretch by a greater amount without losing conductivity than would normally
be possible. This conversion from stretching to bending occurs as a result of the specific
patterning or structuring of the film that enables an additional degree of freedom. If the film
included a wavy architecture that would first have to unbend before the film experiences the
strain of linear elongation, then the motion included with that unbending is added to the
stretchability of the film.
By converting stretching into bending strain through the use of buckling, pop-ups, or
serpentines, metal films are able to maintain a relatively stable conductivity which makes them
useful as interconnects.

1.3.1.1. Buckling and Pop-up Structures
One method used to increase the stretchability of a thin metal film is to use out-of-plane
structures to accommodate strains applied in-plane. A thin layer of metal is deposited onto an
elastomeric substrate that is uniaxially, biaxially, or radially pre-stretched so that when the pre7

strain is released, the film is subjected to compressive strain that results in buckle formation, as
seen in Figure 1.3.[36] The buckles that form in the metal film are affected by many variables, such
as deposition temperature, the amount of pre-strain, and the modulus of the substrate, making it
difficult to tune and reproduce.[46,47] A thin layer of gold, 20 nm, was deposited onto 15% prestrained PDMS and generated buckles that had an amplitude of 1.2 µm and a wavelength of 8.4
µm.[36] As tensile strain is applied to these buckled metal coatings, the buckles flatten out to
accommodate strains up to the pre-strained amount with the highest strain being 100%.[35] These
metal films were also shown to be able to accommodate repetitive strain cycles of 15% which
makes them ideal for stretchable interconnects.[36]

Figure 1.3. 3-dimensional profile of a buckled gold film on PDMS after release from 15% prestrain. Adapted with
permission from reference 36.

Since there are many factors that can affect the reproducibility of a buckled film, pop-up
structures were designed. The main advantage of using pop-ups is that the wavelength and thus
amplitude of the structures could be precisely tuned. This is done by activating certain regions on
a pre-strained PDMS surface for the metal to bond to and allowing the metal on the non-activated
regions to pop-up from the surface after the elastomer is released from the prestrain. This can be
seen in Figure 1.4[48] where GaAs ribbons are arranged in a repeating pattern after being subjected
to 60% prestrain and are only bonded to the PDMS surface by a 10 µm strip. However,
photolithography, an expensive and complex process, is generally required in this procedure.
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Figure 1.4. SEM image of 3D buckled GaAs ribbons after subjected to 60% prestrain with an activated region of 10
µm and an inactivated region of 400 µm long. Adapted with permission from reference 48.

1.3.1.2. Serpentines
Another method to prevent cracks in a gold coating on PDMS with stretching is patterning
the metal into serpentines onto the elastomeric surface. Much like a metal spring uncoiling as it is
pulled apart, serpentines will uncoil and twist into an out-of-plane configuration to accommodate
and minimize strain until they become linear. Serpentines can be used in an "island-bridge"
scenario where functional rigid islands are interconnected by stretchable metal traces so that as
the device is stretched, the islands are isolated from the applied strain.[50,51] This was first
discovered by Gray et al., where gold wires patterned into a serpentine configurations on PDMS
maintained conductivity when stretched to 27% elongation, while a straight gold wire of the same
width failed at 2% strain due to cracking (Figure 1.5).[52] The dark regions in the Figure during
stretching are regions at the peaks and troughs that are twisting out-of-plane. Similar to the
previous method of pop-ups, the creation of serpentine interconnects requires the use of
lithography, which is an expensive process.
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Figure 1.5. Comparison of straight and serpentine wires of 2 different amplitudes before and during strain. Adapted
with permission from reference52.

1.3.2. Engineered Cracking of Metal Films on Stretchable Surfaces
While the focus of the methods previously described was on preventing the formation of
cracks in the surface of a thin metal film, the designs to do so are becoming increasingly complex
requiring the use of photolithography which necessitates many steps to produce high quality
substrates. This makes for a very costly and time-consuming process not ideal for commercial
production. An alternative method to these architectural designs is to engineer crack formation in
metal films so that there is a delay in the merging of cracks and loss of conductivity. This has
been studied on substrates that are flat and smooth and those that are structured. Chen et al. in
particular, studied the effects of metal deposited from solution rather than using physical vapour
deposition (PVD). Due to this method and the lower deposition temperature, the crystalline
orientation of the metal films changed from solely being (111) with PVD, to one with a
predominant (111) orientation and some (200), (220), and (311) orientations.[31] These other
crystalline orientations present in the film change how cracks are able to travel in the film as it
experiences tensile strain allowing conductivity to be maintained.
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Altering crack formation in metal films also occurs with the introduction of microstructures
that localize strain and produce crack nucleation sites. These nucleation sites are desirable
because they allow for the formation of numerous shallow and short cracks that do not propagate
the width of the film as they enter a region of the film where the strain has been alleviated by
another crack.[53] This leads to an increase in the electrical resistance as the metal film is
stretched. The magnitude of this change in resistance depends on the crack evolution; optimized
structures can ultimately be used as interconnects or strain sensors. Changing the topography of
the PDMS surface has been systematically studied by researchers and can be further divided into
ordered nano- and microstructures obtained through lithography and random microstructures on
PDMS.

1.3.2.1. Lithographic Nanostructures on PDMS
Mandlik et al. were among the first to demonstrate that the incorporation of nanostructures
on the surface was possible to create cracks in a gold metal film and maintain conductivity. They
cured PDMS against a pyramidal nanostructured photolithographic master and showed that metal
films deposited on top of the surface stretched up to 25% with the resistance changing by a factor
of 1.6x.[34] Robinson et al., similarly showed that silver ink printed onto a pillar microstructured
PDMS surface produced numerous small cracks as the sample was stretched from 0% to 20%
elongation which initially form near the pillar structures as seen in the scanning electron
microscopy (SEM) images in Figure 1.6. They also showed that the films withstand cyclic strains
of 20% 1000 times without electrical failure.[54] The main drawback of these examples is that they
require the use of photolithography to make the masters upon which the PDMS is cured.

Figure 1.6. SEM images of silver ink printed on patterned PDMS under uniaxial strain from 0% - 20% elongation.
Adapted with permission from reference 54.
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1.3.2.2. Random Microstructured PDMS
With the desire to remove photolithography from the design process, researchers have
developed other methods of creating microstructures on the surface of PDMS. One such method
developed by Lambricht et al., involves the curing of PDMS against sand-blasted masters. Their
study found that roughness plays a large role in the formation of microcracks and strain relief,
and that there was a lower change in resistance upon stretching as the roughness of the substrate
surface increased as seen in Figure 1.7.[53]

Figure 1.7. (a) Plot of the change in resistance with tensile strain as 80 nm thick gold on PDMS substrates with
increasing roughness from left to right. (b) Evolution of microcracks in a 500nm gold film on the substrate with the
highest roughness. Adapted with permission from reference 53.

Another approach developed by Filiatrault et al. involved solution deposition of white
glue– an emulsion of polyvinyl acetate (PVAc) – onto the surface of PDMS. The PVAc
molecules self-assembled into random globules on the surface that acted as nucleation sites for
crack initiation to prevent the formation of channel cracks. They found that as the concentration
of the PVAc globules increased, the surface roughness increased as did the amount of topography
found on the sample surface (Figure 1.8). This corresponded directly to changes in the metal
12

film's resistance. Samples made with the highest PVAc concentration exhibited a change in
resistance of 20.5x at 60% elongation while samples with the lowest PVAc concentration had a
resistance change of 171x at the same elongation.[55] By using solution deposition rather than
photolithography, the cost of sample creation is greatly lowered and more plausible for
commercial means. A strength this work has over the system proposed by Lambricht et al. is that
there is the incorporation of a layer of material with a higher Young's modulus than PDMS. The
Young's modulus of the glue used is much higher than PDMS, 400 MPa for white Elmer's glue [56]
and 750 MPa for pure PVAc.[57] It is believed that this stiffer layer in combination with the
roughness provided by the PVAc globules provides the support necessary to enhance the cracking
efficiency. The higher modulus coating allows for sites for strain localization to initiate crack
formation and the PVAc clusters act as rigid islands impeding crack propagation. While the
globules provide a rather cost-effective method to increasing the stretchability of a thin gold film,
they are chemically different than PDMS and the interface between the two materials may
become a point of weakness.

Figure 1.8. SEM images of 25 nm gold on PVAc/PDMS surfaces for (a) 1:1 (b) 3:1 and (c) 5:1 glue formulations.
Adapted with permission from reference 55.

1.3.2.3. Silica Nanoparticles
A method sought to remove the possible interface weakness between the PVAc glue layer
and PDMS by changing the PVAc layer to one that is silica and silicone based. This new layer
would be chemically compatible with the bulk PDMS substrate. This was accomplished by
mixing silica nanoparticles with uncured PDMS, then forming a cured coating of this composite
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on the surface of bulk PDMS.[58] The mixing of the particles into uncured PDMS creates a
composite silica/silicone layer that chemically crosslinks to the bulk PDMS reducing the
likelihood of delamination at the interface. Silica nanoparticles are an ideal material of choice
because they have widespread use in industry such as additives for rubber and plastics, additives
in food as E551,[59] and use in cosmetics and pharmaceuticals for enhanced drug delivery and skin
penetration[60] which reduces their cost. Silica nanoparticles have a high Young's modulus of 94
GPa[37] and have been shown to increase the Young's modulus of other materials, such as epoxy
resins and gels, when added in as a filler component.[61,62] Due to this, the Young's modulus of the
composite material is expected to be greater than that of PDMS and provide topographical
regions to induce strain localization.
While these particles exist as silicon dioxide (SiO2), they typically have silanol (SiOH)
groups at the surface of the nanoparticle. This makes the particles hydrophilic in nature. PDMS,
on the other hand, is hydrophobic and not naturally compatible with hydrophilic silica. In order to
make the two miscible, the silica nanoparticles can be post-modified with a number of silanes in
order to give them a hydrophobic coating that is compatible with PDMS. Silane modification can
occur either under aqueous or anhydrous conditions as shown in Figure 1.9. Organosilanes have 1
to 3 reactive groups attached to the silicon atom that hydrolyze in the presence of water that is
either added to the system, found in the atmosphere, or is present on the surface of the
substrate.[63] The reactive groups hydrolyze to form silanol groups that often self-condense with
other silanes in the system to form initial siloxane (Si-O-Si) linkages before interacting with
surface hydroxyls through hydrogen bonding and then condensing as shown in Figure 1.9 a.
When this reaction is done under anhydrous conditions as shown in Figure 1.9 b, the hydrolysis
step is missing as the silane condenses with the surface silanols to produce an alcohol or acid as a
byproduct depending on the nature of the reactive group. The reactivity of hydroxylated surfaces
with organosilanes decreases from Si-Cl > Si-OCH3> Si-OCH2CH3. While methoxy and
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ethoxysilanes are less reactive than their organohalide silane counterparts, they are more often
used because they are easier and safer to handle.

Figure 1.9.Schematic illustration of silane modification under (a) aqueous conditions and b) anhydrous conditions.[63]

While there were some promising results that were previously reported,[58] the silane used
within the thesis work was 3-mercaptopropyl trimethoxysilane (MPTMS). The end group on this
silane chosen is sulfur based as seen below in Figure 1.10.

Figure 1.10. Chemical structure of 3-mercaptopropyl trimethoxysilane (MPTMS)

Under experimental design, silica nanoparticles are modified with the silane and then mixed with
uncured PDMS and later cured. Due to the presence of the sulfur end group on the silica particles,
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the silica-PDMS layer remains partially uncured due to poisoning of the platinum catalyst by
sulfur.[64]

1.4. Applications
Stretchable metal films can be used for a few different applications. They are commonly
used as interconnects[33-36] and strain sensors[55,65] and less commonly as electrodes or contacts in
a device.[31,32] Interconnects are used as conductive pathways between device components while
strain sensors are devices with an electrical parameter, such as resistance, that changes directly in
proportion to applied strain. Thin metal films on elastomers that develop cracks exhibit an
increase in resistance when they are stretched. Metal films are less commonly used as electrodes
in devices because they either have out-of-plane topographical features or high surface roughness
that can impede their integration into thin-film devices. While they can be used as interconnects,
since there is an increase in resistance with stretching that depends on crack evolution, they are
less suitable than their wavy counterparts. Instead, they have gained much interest as wearable
strain sensors because they are soft enough to be comfortably mounted onto the skin and the
changes in resistance can monitor movement changes.

1.4.1. Strain Sensors
There are different types of movement that the body experiences and likewise have
differing range of motions possible. Movements resulting from motions caused by heartbeats or
respiration are very small while those resulting from the bending of joints such as fingers or knees
are much larger in range.
In order to detect these movements, the sensor needs to be sensitive enough to do so. The
sensitivity of a sensor is given by the gauge factor (GF) which is the slope of a plot of the change
in resistance versus mechanical strain:
𝐺𝐹 =

𝛥𝑅/𝑅0
𝛥𝐿/𝐿0
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GF is an important factor in the design of these strain sensors as the sensitivity dictates what sort
of application they are appropriate for. In order to detect minuscule changes in motion, the sensor
would need to have a high GF over the associated amount of strain (1-2%). This was
demonstrated by Kang et al. using a platinum metal film on a poly(urethane acrylate) (PUA)
elastomer. Their sensor with a GF of 2079.23 over 0% - 2% strain was sensitive enough to detect
a person's pulse when mounted onto their skin (Figure 1.11 a).[65] Conversely, bending motion
over joints requires a lower sensitivity but a larger range of motion and stretchability (15-40%).
Filiatrault et al., demonstrated a wearable strain sensor, fabricated from a gold film deposited on a
PVAc/PDMS substrate, that had a GF of 96 at 15% strains to track the repetitive bending motion
of a human thumb (Figure 1.11 b).[55]

Figure 1.11.Strain sensors made to detect changes in motion. (a) Platinum film on PUA substrate used to measure heart
rate, and (b) Gold film on PVAc/PDMS substrate used to measure bending motion of a human thumb. Adapted with
permission from references 65 and 55.

1.5. Scope of Thesis
This thesis aims to engineer the formation of cracks in gold metal films on PDMS
substrates and alter their propagation through the width of the film to preserve conductivity with
elongation. Gold metal films that are able to maintain a small change in resistance with large
amounts of strain are suitable for use as strain sensors over large-range motion joints, such as an
elbow or knee, while films that exhibit large changes in resistance with strain are suitable as
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strain sensors for detecting small motion changes such as heartbeats or breathing. The movement
ranges for these motions are often > 30%. However, as-deposited gold films on PDMS are able to
be stretched to ~22% elongations before failing electrically due to uncontrollable crack formation
in the metal film, and are not suitable for stretchable electronics.[42] Many other approaches have
been done to increase the elongation at electrical failure including the formation of buckles,[36]
pop-up structures,[13] and serpentines.[50] These methods are either difficult to reproduce or
involve the use of lithography, which is an expensive process. More recent approaches that have
been done to avoid the use of lithography are by altering the PDMS surface to be rough[53] or
contain microstructures[55] which are defect sites that initiate crack formation to achieve higher
elongations before electrical failure. One particular promising method of creating microstructures
used a stiff polymer film between the PDMS substrate and gold film to induce microcracks in the
gold film and maintain conductivity to 60% elongation.[55] However, this polymer film is
chemically different than PDMS and induces a possible interface adhesion weakness. We seek to
eliminate this possible interfacial weakness by changing the polymer film into a composite layer
that is completely silica and silicone based while providing topography to induce microcracks in
the overlying metal film.
First, we modify the surface of 12 nm silica nanoparticles to create a hydrophobic coating
and disperse the particles in a solution of PDMS prepolymer and hexanes. This solution allows
for easy deposition of the composite onto the bulk PDMS substrate. We then explored the effect
of changing both the loading and dispersion of nanoparticles in the polymer matrix on the
formation of topographical features for strain localization and crack initiation and the change in
electrical resistance in Chapter 2.
Next, we drastically change the size of the silica nanoparticles from 12 nm (Chapter 2) to
300 nm to study the effect of particle size on the organization and structure of the composite
surface and the influence on the retention of conductivity with stretching of overlying gold films.
As the particle size increases, the effective surface area of the particles is drastically reduced from
18

200 m2/g to 10 m2/g, which reduces the formation of agglomerates at the surface. Similar to
Chapter 2, Chapter 3 investigates the effects of changing the loading of the larger nanoparticles
on the formation of topographical features for strain localization and crack initiation and the
resulting change in electrical resistance.
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2. Chapter 2

Preserving Conductive Pathways in Stretchable Gold Films Using
PDMS/Silica Nanoparticle Composites
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2.1 Introduction
Rapid progress in device prototyping and materials science is currently driving interest in
seamless integration of technology with the surface of human skin. This leads to a need for
technology and electronics to be conformal and able to withstand repeated and large deformations
as they move with the human body. Stretchable conductors are essential components of
stretchable electronic devices where they can be used as stretchable interconnects, contacts, or
sensors. There are many different materials that can be used to develop stretchable conductors
such as carbon nanotubes,[1] graphene sheets on PDMS,[2] and conductive polymer films on
PDMS;[3] however, there is a trade-off between stretchability and conductivity. These materials
are able to be stretched to high elongations but have low conductivities, 512 S/cm for graphene[4]
and 4380 S/cm[5] for conductive polymer after modification. Unlike these materials, metals have
high conductivities (conductivity of gold is 4.10x109 S/cm[6]) however, the stretchability of metal
films is limited. Consequently, there has been a focused research effort over the past 15 years to
integrate metals with elastomers and develop methods to manage the mismatch between the
Young's moduli of metals and elastomers.
Free standing gold films rupture at elongations of 1 - 2%[7] due to the formation of a neck
in the metal film that propagates through the width of the film. The elongation at which rupture
occurs can be delayed up to 22% by bonding it to a compliant elastomeric substance such as
polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS).[8,9] Methods that have been employed to increase the stretchability
of gold films are wavy structures,[10-12] pop-ups,[13] and serpentines.[14-16] Wavy structures are
created by pre-straining PDMS to a predetermined amount, depositing the metal film, and then
releasing the strain to create buckles. Pop-ups are created in a similar method but are more
tunable by activating precise regions of pre-strained PDMS so that metal deposited onto the
surface will pop-up from the non-activated regions. Metal deposited on these wavy or pop-up
structures accommodate strain by flattening out the buckles with stretching, effectively
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converting stretching strain to bending strain. Serpentines use a coiled configuration to
accommodate strain as they twist out-of-plane until made planar. These methods are not ideal for
commercial production because they are either difficult to reproduce or employ the use of
lithography, which is an expensive process. More recently, metal films have been deposited onto
PDMS substrates with a microstructured or roughened topography.[17-19] The topography of gold
films on PDMS affects how stretchable the films are while maintaining conductivity. These
structures on the surface of the PDMS are purposefully engineered to make defect sites, which act
as regions for strain localization. These points of strain localization initiate the formation of
microcracks in the metal film. These microcracks distribute strain relief across the film,
preventing long-range crack propagation and the formation of channel cracks, thus preserving
conductive pathways and delaying the onset of electrical failure. Lambrict et al. demonstrated this
approach by curing PDMS against sand-blasted masters. This induced a roughened topography
into the PDMS surface that produced more microcracks as the surface roughness increased.[17]
In addition to microstructured roughness, the Young's modulus of the surface beneath the
gold film matters. Finite element analysis simulations have predicted that a layer with a Young's
modulus larger than that of PDMS (1.32 - 2.97 MPa)[20] but less than that of the metal (gold
Young's modulus 79 GPa)[21] will improve the stretchability of the metal film.[22] If the substrate
is too compliant, the thin metal film deforms similarly to a free-standing metal film; it will
rupture from an incipient crack that propagates through the film. A stiffer material will provide
enough support to constrain the strain localization. Cracks formed on the surface will originate
from defect sites and cut through the metal film until reaching the metal/polymer interface. When
the surface is stiff enough to provide this support with good chemical bonding interactions, the
metal/polymer interfacial interaction is maintained. Gold films that were deposited onto a PDMS
substrate coated with a layer of microstructured poly(vinylacetate) (PVAc) globules from white
glue are a good example of this. Films that were deposited onto the PVAc layer maintained high
conductivity until 60% strain.[18] The PVAc layer has a Young's modulus higher than that of
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PDMS (400 MPa for white Elmer's glue[23]) which leads to the formation of many microcracks in
the metal surface that are able to maintain conductive pathways. It combines the use of a
microstructured surface and a stiffer layer together to achieve the benefits of both to maintain
conductivity, however, it brings about an additional interface in the system (PDMS/PVAc) which
may be less robust.
In this chapter, we describe a simple low-cost approach to creating a roughened
microstructured and stiff layer on PDMS that eliminates potentially weak interfaces present in
previous layered composites. Our approach uses a composite mixture of silane modified silica
nanoparticles (SNP) and PDMS to coat the surface of a flat PDMS substrate. Incorporating SNP
as a filler substance into this surface coating is designed to increase the Young's modulus of the
composite as well as impart a rough surface topography.[24] This PDMS/SNP system has robust
adhesion between the composite layer and the PDMS substrate. Any free ends at the surface of
the PDMS substrate are able to interact with the composite layer, which contains more PDMS
prepolymer and curing agent, and crosslink together. We examine the effect of silica loading and
sonication on the stretchability of thin gold films in detail.

2.2. Experimental
2.2.1. Materials
All materials were purchased commercially and used as received. Glass slides were
purchased from Corning Incorporated. Poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) (Sylgard 184) was
obtained from Dow Corning, Midland, MI. Fumed silica (Aerosil 200) was obtained from Evonik
Industries, Parsippany, NJ. Gold pellets purchased from Kurt J. Lesker, are 1/8" in diameter and
length and have a purity of 99.999%.
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2.2.2. Fabrication of Modified Silica Nanoparticles
Modified silica nanoparticles (SNP) were prepared by mixing fumed SNP (Aerosil 200, 12
nm diameter) in toluene (1 g/25 mL) with 3-methacryloxypropyltrimethoxysilane (MAPTMS)
(5% v/v MAPTMS: toluene) at 80°C for 16 hours. The solution was centrifuged at 3300 rpm for
15 minutes and washed with toluene three times to isolate the modified SNPs which were then
dried in an oven at 120°C for 6 hours.

2.2.3. Fabrication of PDMS/SNP Composite on PDMS Substrates
PDMS (Dow Corning Sylgard 184) was prepared by mixing prepolymer with curing agent
in a 10:1 w:w ratio and stirring, followed by degassing under vacuum. The prepolymer was then
cast in a polystyrene Petri dish and cured in an oven at 60°C to obtain PDMS substrates.
PDMS/SNP solutions were prepared by dissolving desired amount of MAPTMS-modified
silica (0.083 g, 0.13 g, 0.19 g, and 0.25 g for 10 wt%, 15 wt%, 20 wt%, and 25 wt% respectively)
in a 5 mL solution of n-hexanes and 0.75 g of a 10:1 ratio of PDMS prepolymer: curing agent.
PDMS substrates of dimensions 1.5 cm x 2.5 cm were mounted on wire mesh onto glass
slides and treated with oxygen plasma for 1 minute at an oxygen pressure of 20 psig (Harrick
Plasma). SNPs/PDMS solutions were spin coated onto oxidized PDMS substrates at 2000 rpm for
1 minute (Laurell Technologies WS-400A-6NPP). PDMS/SNP coated substrates were then cured
in an oven at 150°C for 90 minutes.

2.2.4. Fabrication of Thin-Metal Films
PDMS/SNP substrates were treated with oxygen plasma for 1 minute at an air pressure of
20 psig (Harrick Plasma, PDC FMG-001). An E-beam evaporator (MDC Electron Beam
Evaporator) was used to deposit 30 Å titanium (Ti) followed by 250 Å gold (Au) onto the PDMS
substrates under high vacuum (1 x 10-6 mtorr) at rates of 1 and 2 Å/s respectively.
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2.2.5. Characterization
Optical characterization was performed using an Olympus BX51 microscope equipped
with an Olympus Q-Color3 digital camera. A micro-vice stretcher (S. T. Japan, USA, Inc.) was
mounted to the microscope stage and samples were clamped in the stretcher to obtain microscope
images of stretched samples. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) was performed using FEI
Quanta 200 FEG Environmental SEM. Stretched images were obtained by depositing a thin layer
of carbon to prevent charging onto 25% stretched samples secured onto a glass slide. Atomic
force microscopy (AFM) images were obtained using a Digital Instruments Multimode atomic
force microscope run in tapping mode. Veeco type FESP cantilevers with a nominal tip radius of
8nm and a nominal force constant of 2.8N/m were used. Images were collected from three spots
on each sample over a 10 µm x 10 µm scan area with a scanning resolution of 512 samples/line
and a scan rate of 0.749Hz using Nanoscope 6 software and processed using WSxM 5.0 Develop
9.1 software.
Electrical characterization was conducted using a Keithley 2601A source meter. EGaIn
was deposited by syringe to the ends of the sample surface to facilitate electrical contact.
Stretching properties tested using a microvice stretcher (S.T. Japan, USA, Inc.) and the resistance
was measured at 5% increments of strain. A minimum of three samples were averaged.
Optical profilometry data was acquired using Wyko NT1100 system. Images were
collected from 3 spots on each sample over a 1.2 mm x 0.91 mm area and processed using Vision
32 software.
Infrared spectroscopy (IR) was obtained using a Bruker Alpha FT-IR spectrometer
equipped with a Platinum single reflection diamond ATR module.
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2.3. Results and Discussion
2.3.1. Fabrication of PDMS-Silica Nanoparticle Composites
Silica nanoparticles (SNPs) are commonly used as a filler substance in polymers to provide
additional properties such as an increase in tensile strength and durability when compared to an
unfilled polymer, as well as a reduction in cost.[25] In order to mix particulates with polymers, a
modification process is commonly employed to increase their compatibility. Commercially
available SNPs are hydrophilic due to being terminated with hydroxyl groups on the surface. We
used these particles purchased from Aerosil, which have a 12 nm diameter. We modified the
surface -OH groups by reaction with 3-methacryloxypropyl trimethoxy silane (MAPTMS) to
provide a hydrophobic layer surrounding the SNP to subsequently enable effective mixing with
the PDMS prepolymer in hexanes. The SNPs and the silane were mixed together in toluene under
heat for 12-16 hours to ensure complete coverage. Infrared spectroscopy (IR) data provided in
S2.1 demonstrates the chemisorption of the silane onto the SNPs from key stretches at 1719 cm-1
and 1636 cm-1 corresponding to carbonyl and alkene stretches respectively. Peaks at 2952 cm-1
and 2843 cm-1, due to C-H stretches of the methylene groups, also match the pristine MAPTMS.
The intensity of these IR peaks on the modified SNP are diminished due to the very strong Si-OSi stretch at 1064 cm-1.
Scheme 2.1 outlines the fabrication process that was used to prepare coatings of
composites of silane modified silica nanoparticles (SNPs) and PDMS onto flat PDMS. After the
SNPs were modified, they were mixed with uncured 10:1 (w/w) PDMS prepolymer: curing agent
in hexanes. From there, we split the process into two pathways. In the first pathway, we deposited
the solution directly onto the surface of bulk PDMS after mixing, whereas in the second pathway,
we subjected the solution to a sonication treatment to break apart large agglomerates before
deposition. The composite solutions were spin-coated onto oxidized PDMS and then cured in the
oven at 150°C to ensure complete cross-linking prior to metal deposition. Using physical vapour
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deposition (PVD), 3 nm of titanium was deposited as an adhesion layer followed by 25 nm of
gold onto the surface.

PDMS/SNPNSON

1

Cure in oven

Spin-coat solution
onto bulk PDMS

Deposit 25 nm gold on
surface through PVD

2
Stir Silica NPs
and PDMS in
hexanes

PDMS/SNPSON

Sonicate Si-PDMS
solution

Spin-coat solution
onto bulk PDMS

Cure in oven

Scheme 2.1. Process used to fabricate PDMS/SNP composites under: 1) Non-sonicated, and 2) Sonicated conditions

We examined four different weight percentages (wt%) of SNPs to PDMS prepolymer in
this work: 10 wt%, 15 wt%, 20 wt%, and 25 wt%. The composite layer will be denoted
throughout the remainder of the chapter using the notation PDMS/SNP-XY, where X is the weight
percentage of silica added to the composite mixture and Y denotes the condition the composite
solution was subjected to - NSON for non-sonicated and SON for sonicated. The loading of SNP
stopped at PDMS/SNP-25 because any further loading of the system was determined to be
ineffective and detrimental to the formation of a good film. An optical image of a PDMS/SNP30NSON composite spin-coated onto bulk PDMS in Figure 2.1 shows cracks on the surface of the
sample with widths ranging in size from 15 - 40 µm. Gold films deposited on these surfaces were
not conductive due to the large number and size of the cracks. The thickness of the composite
layer was difficult to discern for all of the composite layers, except for the highest wt% due to
cracks that had developed in the layer. The thickness of the PDMS/SNP-25NSON layer is
approximately 10 µm and is approximately 30 µm for the PDMS/SNP-25SON layer as shown in
Figure S2.2 and S2.3.
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100 µm
Figure 2.1. Optical image of PDMS/SNP-30 sample showing islands formed due to large cracks produced during the
fabrication process

2.3.2. Surface Topography
The surface of the composites was first examined using optical spectroscopy and images
are displayed in Figure 2.2. The top row of images (Figure 2.2 a-d) shows the coverage of
PDMS/SNPNSON on the PDMS surface without any metal coating and the bottom row (Figure 2.2
e-h) contains images of samples at the same concentration after being coated with gold. The metal
coating conformally coats the topography of the PDMS/SNPNSON surface. These images show
micron-sized features and topography on the PDMS surface. As the loading of SNPs in the
composite layer increases, the topographical features also increase. At the highest loading of
SNPs, PDMS/SNP-25NSON, cracks develop in the composite layer and remain visible after the
surface is coated with gold. There are large agglomerates of SNPs that typically range from 30 50 µm in size and includes features as large as 90 µm across the surface.
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Figure 2.2.PDMS/SNPNSON composites at 10wt% (a,e), 15wt% (b,f), 20wt% (c,g), and 25wt% (d,h). Bright field
optical images of composites without gold (a-d) and with gold (e-h). Scale bar – 100 µm

Optical profilometry was used to examine the surface topography and height information
over a large area of 1.2 mm x 0.9 mm. These images in Figure 2.3 show the organization of the
topographical features as the loading of SNPs increases. At the lowest wt% of SNPs,
PDMS/SNP-10NSON, there are intermittent tall features amongst a lot of lower regions, indicating
that the sample coverage is low. As the wt% of SNPs is increased, the sample coverage increases
as the background regions exhibit more topography, and additional tall features appear. At the
highest wt% of SNPs, PDMS/SNP-25NSON, the surface comprises numerous tall features and a
filled-in background with few low regions, save for the locations where cracks appear. At
PDMS/SNP-25NSON, the sample is well-coated with the particles. Overall, as the wt% of SNPs
increases, the amount of material on the sample surface consistently increases. Interestingly, as
seen in Table S2.1, regardless of the amount of silica added to the composite and the organization
of the SNP on the surface, the macroscopic surface roughness only varies between 3 - 4 µm for
all samples.
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Figure 2.3. Optical Profilometry images of PDMS/SNP NSON at (a) 10 wt%, (b) 15 wt%, (c) 20 wt%, and (d) 25 wt%.
Scale bar – 100 µm

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) reveals the fine texture of the PDMS/SNPNSON
surface in Figure 2.4 a-d. SEM micrographs obtained by tilting the samples by 10°, illustrate how
the topography changes at the surface as the wt% of SNPs increases in the composite mixture.
The surfaces of PDMS/SNP-10NSON and PDMS/SNP-15NSON samples are both similar in
appearance; however, the protrusions on the PDMS/SNP-10NSON samples appear to be smoother
than those on the PDMS/SNP-15NSON samples. As the SNP wt% is increased to PDMS/SNP20NSON and SNP-25NSON, there is an immense change in the surface features. While there are still
large protrusions on the surface as seen with PDMS/SNP-10NSON and PDMS/SNP-15NSON
samples, there is the development of a fine textured surface that was not evident previously. This
is further supported by atomic force microscopy (AFM) height images (Figure 2.4 e-h) of the
surfaces. The amount of fine texture increases on the PDMS/SNP-20NSON and PDMS/SNP-25NSON
in comparison to the PDMS/SNP-10NSON and PDMS/SNP-15NSON images. This is visible from the
AFM line profiles where the domain regions decrease in size and become more numerous,
corresponding well with the SEM images. While profilometry shows there is a difference in the
organization of SNPs on the surface, there was no discernable difference in the roughness. A
closer view using SEM and AFM reveal that there is a nanoscale roughness at the surface that
increases as the wt% of SNPs increases. Table 2.1 gives the root-mean-square (RMS) roughness
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for the surfaces, which increases as there is an increase in SNP wt%. The roughness increases
from 26.9 nm for PDMS/SNP-10NSON samples up to 205 nm for PDMS/SNP-25NSON samples.
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Figure 2.4. PDMS/SNPNSON composites at 10wt% (a,e), 15wt% (b,f), 20wt% (c,g), and 25wt% (d,h). SEM images (ad), AFM height images and line profiles (e-h). Scale bar – 20 µm
Table 2.1.AFM RMS Roughness Data for 10 - 25 wt% PDMS/SNP composites

Silica %

Non-Sonicated (nm)

Sonicated (nm)

10 wt %

26.9

3.0

27.3

11.6

15 wt%

82.7

17.6

77.1

10.5

20 wt%

172.1

41.6

169.4

20.0

25 wt%

205.0

52.6

193.3

19.2

A step of sonication was added to the process with the intention to break apart the large
SNP agglomerates that were visible on the surface. From optical micrographs in Figure 2.5 a-h,
there are fewer agglomerates visible on the surface in comparison to the PDMS/SNPNSON samples.
Where there are some, they are smaller in size, ranging from 4 - 15 µm as well as some particles
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as large as 20 - 30 µm. In addition, the sonicated samples follow a similar trend to
PDMS/SNPNSON. The gold conformally coats the composite surface and highlights the
topography. There is an increase in the surface topography with an increase in SNP wt%, and
there is the formation of cracks in the PDMS/SNP-25SON layer that remains visible after being
coated with gold.
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Figure 2.5. PDMS/SNPSON composites at 10wt% (a,e), 15wt% (b,f), 20wt% (c,g), and 25wt% (d,h). Bright field optical
images of composites without gold (a-d) and with gold (e-h). Scale bar – 100 µm

In comparison to the PDMS/SNPNSON samples (Figure 2.3), the optical profilometry of the
PDMS/SNPSON images in Figure 2.6 display a more uniform dispersion of material on the surface
with fewer agglomerates. This can be seen starting at the PDMS/SNP-10SON samples where there
are fewer high and low spots for the PDMS/SNP-10SON samples in comparison to the
PDMS/SNP-10NSON samples. Similarly to the PDMS/SNPNSON samples, the low regions fill in as
the wt% of SNPs increases and the macroscopic roughness of the samples, while more varied
than the non-sonicated samples, is similar ranging from about 2.5 - 5 µm (Table S2.1). For the
PDMS/SNP-25SON samples, there appears to be both more cracks and a larger network of tall
features in comparison to the PDMS/SNP-25NSON samples.
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Figure 2.6. Optical Profilometry images of PDMS/SNP SON at (a) 10 wt%, (b) 15 wt%, (c) 20 wt%, and (d) 25 wt%.
Scale bar – 100 µm

SEM images displayed in Figure 2.7 a-d demonstrate how the sonicated samples differ
from the non-sonicated ones. As sonication is introduced into the process, the resulting surface
flattens as the smaller particles become evenly distributed across the surface rather than gathering
together to form agglomerates. With the PDMS/SNP-10SON samples, the SNP content is low, so
the particles spread out across a relatively smooth looking surface with particles protruding
outwards intermittently. In comparison to the PDMS/SNP-10NSON samples, (Figure 2.7a vs 2.4a),
there are very small hills and less topography. With an increase in SNP content to PDMS/SNP15SON, there is the emergence of fine structure and a lack of protrusions at the surface when
compared to the PDMS/SNP-15NSON samples (Figure 2.7b vs 2.4b). Breaking up the large
agglomerates produces a smoother but hilly PDMS/SNP-15SON surface that resembles that of
PDMS/SNP-10SON in Figure 2.7a. Similar to the PDMS/SNP-20NSON and SNP-25NSON samples
(Figure 2.4 c,d), fine textured surfaces are prominent for PDMS/SNP-20SON and SNP-25SON
composites in Figure 2.7 c,d. Unlike their non-sonicated counterparts, the sonicated samples
appear to have fewer protrusions at the surface, due to the breaking up of agglomerates during
sonication, but are still highly textured. This is further supported by the AFM images in Figure
2.7 e-h. For the PDMS/SNP-10SON and SNP-15SON composites, there is a smaller change in height
in comparison to their non-sonicated counterparts (Figure 2.7 e,f vs 2.4 e,f). Similar to the
PDMS/SNP-20NSON and PDMS/SNP-25NSONsamples, the PDMS/SNP-20SON and PDMS/SNP-
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25SON samples demonstrate many hills and valley regions corresponding to the fine structure
topography on the surface. The surface roughness for the PDMS/SNPSON set can be found in
Table 2.1. The roughness increases from 27.3 nm for PDMS/SNP-10 samples to 193 nm for
PDMS/SNP-25 samples. These roughness values are similar to the values for the PDMS/SNPNSON
sample set. This indicates that while sonication affects the distribution and organization of
particles on the surface, it does not significantly change the RMS roughness.
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Figure 2.7. PDMS/SNPSON composites at 10wt% (a,e), 15wt% (b,f), 20wt% (c,g), and 25wt% (d,h). SEM images (a-d),
AFM height images and line profiles (e-h). Scale bar – 20 µm

While AFM height images provide height and topography information about the surface of
a material, AFM phase imaging measures stiffness variations on the sample surface where the
stiffness is proportional to the surface modulus.[26] This is useful when there is a composite
comprising of materials with differing Young's moduli such as PDMS (1.32 - 2.97 MPa)[20] and
SNP (94 GPa).[6]
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The phase images shown in Figure 2.6 show the distribution of silica on the PDMS surface.
Since SNP have a higher Young's modulus, they appear as bright regions in a phase image. [26]
From these images, there is an evolution at the surface from one that is mostly PDMS with SNP
rich regions to one that is saturated with SNPs. Similar to the optical profilometry, as the loading
of SNPs increases, the surface becomes more filled in and coated with SNPs. There are SNP rich
regions prevalent in all of the non-sonicated samples until the highest wt% of SNPs, where there
is a dramatic shift from a surface that has SNP rich regions to one that is dominated by SNPs with
smaller PDMS regions. With sonication, SNPs are better dispersed over the PDMS surface in
comparison to PDMS/SNPNSON (Figure 2.8 e-h vs Figure 2.8 a-d) corresponding to a breakup of
the agglomerates. The surface evolves from the SNPs being dispersed in the PDMS matrix at 10
wt% to a surface that is very uniform and heavily SNP loaded at 25 wt%. The cracks that evolve
on the surface of the PDMS/SNP-25 samples before metal deposition can be attributed to this
surface saturation with SNPs. As more SNPs are loaded into the system, it becomes stiffer and
more brittle, which leads to cracking upon curing.
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Figure 2.8. Phase images of PDMS/SNPNSON (a-d) and PDMS/SNPSON (e-h) at 10 wt% (a,e), 15 wt% (b,f), 20 wt%
(c,g), and 25 wt% (d,h)
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2.3.3. Electrical Conductivity and Cracking Patterns
Surface roughness, topography, and modulus all affect how cracks form and the change in
resistance with elongation. When an elastomeric substrate is very compliant with a low Young's
modulus of 1-2 MPa,[20] such as PDMS, the metal films generate straight channel cracks that
propagate through the width of the film upon elongation and become nonconductive after 35%
elongation (Figure 2.9).[18] Metal films bonded to a stiffer substrate will be more constrained and
result in the formation of multiple cracks.
a
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80 µm

Figure 2.9. Evolution of cracks and resistance of PDMS/gold films with stretching. Optical image at a) 5% and b)
30%; c) Plot of normalized resistance.[18]

Optical and SEM images of cracking patterns of gold coated PDMS/SNPNSON and
PDMS/SNPSON samples at 25% elongation are displayed in Figure 2.10 and 2.11. The top row (ad) depicts long range coverage of the crack formation optically while the bottom row (e-h) gives
an idea of how the cracks form in relation to the surface. As the loading of SNP increases,
stretching produces a higher density of cracks; however, these cracks also become shorter as the
SNP wt% increases. This trend carries through regardless if the composite layer solution was
sonicated or not. Agglomerates and other small features on the sample surface, as seen in Figure
2.10 and 2.11, appear to be hindering the crack propagation through the width of the metal film.
PDMS/SNP-10 and PDMS/SNP-15 samples develop larger cracks than PDMS/SNP-20and
PDMS/SNP-25 which exhibit cracks that are smaller in both width and length. This can be
attributed to an increase in the surface topography as the SNP loading is increased as seen
previously (Figure 2.4 and 2.7). Therefore, the initiation of new cracks can be attributed to the
topography of the PDMS/SNP substrate, which provides regions of strain localization and crack
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nucleation. The PDMS/SNP-10SON and SNP-15SON samples (Figure 2.11 e,f) have very few
agglomerates visible on the surface and appear to have a slightly higher density and straighter
cracks than their non-sonicated counterparts (Figure 2.10 e,f). This can be attributed to the
smoother surfaces with seen previously in the SEM images in Figure 2.7 a and b.
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Figure 2.10. PDMS/SNPNSON composites stretched at 25% elongation. Dark field optical images of composites with
gold (a-d), and SEM images (e-h) at 10 wt% (a,e), 15 wt% (b,f), 20 wt% (c,g), and 25 wt% (d,h).
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Figure 2.11. PDMS/SNPSON composites stretched at 25% elongation. Dark field optical images of composites with
gold (a-d), and SEM images (e-h) at 10 wt% (a,e), 15 wt% (b,f), 20 wt% (c,g), and 25 wt% (d,h).

While the PDMS/SNP-25 samples for both sonicated and non-sonicated conditions have
numerous small cracks, they also have some large cracks that originated on the surface before
being coated with metal. These large cracks (10.6 ± 1.8 µm) are a result of a high SNP loading
that makes the layer brittle. These cracks appear to widen as the sample is stretched with smaller
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cracks developing between them (Figure 2.11 h). While sonication breaks apart the agglomerated
particles and results in a surface with more fine structures and less variance in height, the
cracking patterns resulting from these samples do not appear to be very different than
PDMS/SNPNSON. Both exhibit the same trend of generating more numerous and smaller cracks as
the amount of SNP increases.
Electrical characterization of these samples upon elongation were done at 5% intervals and
the conductivity was characterized in terms of normalized resistance. Plots of normalized
resistance as a function of elongation PDMS/SNPNSON and PDMS/SNPSON samples are displayed
in Figure 2.12. For all samples, the resistance increases upon elongation because of the formation
of cracks on the surface and an increase in the length of the substrate. In comparison to gold on
flat PDMS (Figure 2.9), the change in resistance with elongation of these SNP loaded samples is
lowered and electrical failure is delayed. Relative to one another regardless of sonication or not,
as the SNP loading increases, the change in resistance upon elongation decreases. This directly
relates to the evolution of cracks on the surface. As the cracks become smaller and more
numerous, multiple electrical pathways are preserved for the electrons to travel leading to a
smaller change in resistance.
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Figure 2.12. PDMS/SNP composites subjected to stretching. Change in resistance of (a) PDMS/SNP NSON and (b)
PDMS/SNPSON

Comparing PDMS/SNPNSON and PDMS/SNPSON samples side-by-side at each loading of
SNP (Figure 2.13) shows how sonication affects the conductivity of these gold films. At 10 and
15 wt%, sonication is detrimental to the preservation of conductivity of the gold films under
strain in comparison to their PDMS/SNPNSON counterparts. This may be due to the larger number
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of cracks present which are a result of a smoothing out of the surface topography as seen
previously (Figure 2.7 a,b vs Figure 2.4 a,b). This demonstrates that topography plays an essential
role in preserving electrical conductivity of metal films under strain. As the concentration of SNP
increases further, sonication appears provide an advantage in terms of a lower change in
resistance; however, it is not by any significant amount. The lower resistance for PDMS/SNP20SON samples can be attributed to the more uniform distribution of SNP across the surface or a
higher surface modulus, as noted by the phase images (Figure 2.6), while maintaining random
topography on the surface. There is very little difference in the resistance changes for
PDMS/SNP-25 samples because the surfaces have become saturated with SNPs and have similar
topography.
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Figure 2.13. Direct comparison of PDMS/SNPNSON (Blue) and PDMS/SNPSON (Red) at each PDMS/SNP wt%

2.3.4. Strain Sensors
Strain sensors monitor mechanical deformations of a material as it correlates with motion
through a change in electrical resistance. These sensors are ideal for applications in areas such as
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robotics or kinesiology, however, these areas require soft strain sensors that can conform to the
human body or over robotic joints while being able to detect small or large strains of motion. [27]
Small range motions, such as breathing and the beating of the heart, would benefit from a strain
sensor that is highly sensitive over a very small strain. Larger ranges of motion, such as the
bending of various joints on the body, would benefit from a strain sensor that has a lower
sensitivity over a large strain range. A gauge is mounted onto the object to be measured and then
deformation of the objects translates into a change in electrical resistance of the gauge.
The gauge has been shown to be made of various materials in literature including carbon
nanotubes,[28,29] nanowires,[30, 31] and metal films[18,32]. As carbon nanotube and nanowire films are
stretched, discontinuities form that disrupt the conductive pathways and lead to non-linear
increases in resistance. Non-linear increases in resistance makes it difficult to calibrate stretchable
strain sensors and use them reliably.[33] Gauges made from metal films have been shown to either
have low stretchability (5% before electrical failure[32]) or stretchability with non-linear changes
in resistance.[18]The resistance change of thin gold films on the PDMS/SNP system is almost
linear; R2 values range from 0.973 - 0.986 for 0 - 50% elongation. We can use that linearity to
create a system of strain sensors that are highly tunable based on solely the wt% of SNPs added
into the composite.
Gauge factor (GF) measures the sensitivity of a strain sensor to mechanical deformation.
This is calculated by relating the fractional change in resistance to the change in applied linear
strain.
𝐺𝑓 =

∆𝑅/𝑅0
∆𝐿/𝐿0

Table 2.2 demonstrates the gauge factors for the (PDMS/SNP)SON system. The relatively high GF
value (>1000) for the PDMS/SNP-10SON and PDMS/SNP-15SON systems makes them sensitive
and suitable for applications such as a heart rate or breathing monitor.[33] In contrast, the ability of
the PDMS/SNP-20SON and PDMS/SNP-25SON systems to maintain a relatively consistent change
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in resistance results in a relatively low GF value (<100) indicating that they are suitable for larger
range motions such as the bending of different body joints.[33] This system is a facile alternative to
other systems in literature because it is a robust system with a single linear strain region which
would allow for easier calibration and reliable measurements.
Table 2.2. Gauge factor of PDMS/SNPSON samples from 10 – 25 wt%

Gauge Factors of PDMS/SNPSON

10 wt%

3818

15 wt%

2229

20 wt%

74

25 wt%

25

Sensitive: Suitable for
measuring subtle motions like
heart rate.
Suitable for larger motions
such as bending of body joints

2.4. Conclusion
We have demonstrated a low-cost, simple method to fabricate stretchable gold films that
retain conductivity to high elongations. The SNP are commercially available, and the mixture can
be deposited from solution which makes for an easy fabrication methodology and a very robust
interface between the composite and bulk PDMS. By varying the wt% of SNP in the composite
from PDMS/SNP-10 to PDMS/SNP-25, we can fine tune how cracks initiate and propagate in an
overlying gold coating when subjected to strain. The change in resistance upon elongation
depends directly on the SNP loading in the composite making it a very tunable system. Lower
SNP loadings have larger changes in resistance while the higher SNP loadings result in smaller
changes in resistance. Sonication of the PDMS/SNP mixture before spin coating reduced the
number of aggregates at the sample surface and increased the uniformity, while also increasing
the stiffness of the composite layer due to better dispersion of SNP within the layer. While the
reduction in the number of protrusions and height disparities may make other applications
possible such as stretchable light-emitting devices, there appears to be no other benefit to the
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added sonication. The PDMS/SNPSON samples had similar crack evolution upon elongation
leading to a similar - or higher for the 10 and 15 wt% samples - electrical resistance. However,
due to a consistent change in electrical resistance combined with the soft PDMS substrate, this
system would be suitable for a range of wearable strain sensors.
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2.6. Supporting Information
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Figure S2.1. (a) IR spectrum of MAPTMS silane and unmodified and modified 12 nm SNPs and (b) Inset of 1600 –
1800 cm-1 range
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10 µm
Figure S2.2. Cross-section of PDMS/SNP-25NSON

10 µm
Figure S2.3. Cross-section of PDMS/SNP-25SON
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Table S2.1Optical Profilometry RMS Roughness Data for 10 – 25 wt% PDMS/SNP composites

Silica %

Non-Sonicated (nm)

Sonicated (nm)

10 wt %

3.94

0.16

2.57

0.28

15 wt%

4.13

0.71

3.01

0.38

20 wt%

3.64

0.44

2.81

0.58

25 wt%

2.99

0.77

5.29

1.60
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3. Chapter 3

Effect of Silica Nanoparticle Size on the Stretchability of Gold Films
Deposited on PDMS/Silica Nanoparticle Composite Layers
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3.1. Introduction
Silica nanoparticles (SNPs), as introduced in the previous chapter, are frequently used as a
filler substance to reduce the cost of materials. They are also used to give advantages to polymers
that have limitations such as low stiffness and low strength, where strength is the maximum stress
the material can sustain under uniaxial loading.[1] When filler substances are added to a polymer
matrix, they modify the mechanical properties in many ways, particularly the Young's modulus
and the strength of the material. It has been previously shown that adding a small amount (1 - 5
wt%) of particulate filler increases the mechanical properties of the resulting composite
material.[2-4] Young's modulus or stiffness of the polymer can be improved through the addition of
rigid particles since they generally have a much higher Young's modulus than the polymer. Thus,
the resulting Young's modulus of the composite depends highly on the concentration of the
particles that are added into the system. It has also been suggested that due to a "nano"-effect,
there is also a critical particle size of about 30 nm under which the modulus of the composite will
increase.[1, 5, 6] Beyond this, size of the particle has no obvious effect on the composite modulus. A
"nano"-effect is an effect that arises from phenomena associated with having one or more spatial
dimensions under 100 nm.[7] In particular for spherical particles, this can be modeled by the
relationship:
𝑆𝐴 3
=
𝑉
𝑟
where SA is the surface area, V is the volume, and r is the radius of the spherical particle. [8]
Particles under the critical particle size have very high surface areas which allow for a large
degree of interactions between the particles and the polymer. The strength of the material depends
on the stress-transfer between the particles and the polymer matrix. When there is effective
bonding interaction between the particles and the polymer matrix, applied stress can be
transferred over to the particles from the matrix; however, when there are weak interactions
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between the two, the strength is reduced instead as the particles are unable to support the applied
stress.[9]
Introduced in Chapter 2 was the idea that these nanoparticles could be used as a tunable
system to create stretchable conductors and eventually, strain sensors. Chapter 2 looked at how
changing the loading of these particles and their dispersion in solution affected the substrate and
the stretchability of thin film gold, however, these are only a couple of the variables at play. Some
other variables to consider are the thickness of the composite layer and the size of the silica
particles. In Chapter 2, the silica nanoparticles used were 12 nm in diameter, which is well below
the reported critical size threshold. Due to this very small size, they have a large surface area (200
m2/g) which leads to the formation of large agglomerates, the development of fine structures at
the surface, and an increase in the apparent Young's modulus at the surface. The development of
these fine structures at the surface leads to many regions of strain localization, and the formation
of numerous small cracks in the overlying metal film and smaller changes in resistance with
elongation. Agglomerates are a result of many small particles coalescing together through weak
van der Waals forces.
In this chapter, we will dramatically change the particle size from 12 nm (Chapter 2) to 300
nm and examine the particle size effect on the organization and structure of the composite surface
and the influence on the retention of conductivity with stretching of overlying gold films.
Increasing the particle size from 12 nm to 300 nm changes the surface area from 200 m2/g to 10
m2/g which reduces the driving force for agglomeration at the surface. We are interested in
studying particles above the critical particle size threshold to test whether this size effect reported
in the context of mechanical properties, operates similarly at the surface and provides
topographical regions for strain localization and crack initiation.
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3.2. Experimental
3.2.1. Materials
All materials were purchased commercially and used as received. Glass slides were
purchased from Corning Incorporated. Poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) (Sylgard 184) was
obtained from Dow Corning, Midland, MI. Silica particles with 300 nm diameter were obtained
from Bangs Laboratories. Gold pellets purchased from Kurt J. Lesker, are 1/8" in diameter and
length and have a purity of 99.999%.

3.2.2. Fabrication of Modified Silica Nanoparticles
Modified silica nanoparticles (SNPs) were prepared according to the procedure by
Kulkarni et al.[10] In short, 300 nm diameter SNPs were initially dispersed in 1 mL anhydrous
toluene per 25 mg SNP and mixed for 30 minutes. To this dispersion, 5 mL/25 mg of a 10%
(w/w) solution of 3-methacryloxypropyltrichlorosilane (MAPTCS) in anhydrous toluene was
added and mixed together. It was then reacted under reflux overnight in a nitrogen atmosphere to
ensure complete monolayer formation. The solution was centrifuged at 3300 rpm for 15 minutes
and washed with toluene and anhydrous ethanol three times to isolate the modified SNPs which
were then dried under vacuum.

3.2.3. Fabrication of PDMS/SNP Composite on PDMS Substrates
PDMS (Dow Corning Sylgard 184) was prepared by mixing prepolymer with curing agent
in a 10:1 w:w ratio and stirring, followed by degassing under vacuum. The prepolymer was then
cast in a polystyrene Petri dish and cured in an oven at 60°C to obtain PDMS substrates.
PDMS/SNP solutions were prepared by dissolving desired amount of MAPTCS-modified
SNPs (0.083 g, 0.13 g, 0.19 g, and 0.25 g for 10%, 15%, 20%, and 25% respectively) in a 5 mL
solution of n-hexanes and 0.75 g of a 10:1 ratio of PDMS pre-polymer: curing agent.
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PDMS substrates of dimensions 1.5 cm x 2.5 cm were mounted on wire mesh onto glass
slides and treated with oxygen plasma for 1 minute at an oxygen pressure of 20 psig (Harrick
Plasma). PDMS/SNP solutions were spin coated onto oxidized PDMS substrates at 1000 rpm for
1 minute (Laurell Technologies WS-400A-6NPP). PDMS/SNP coated substrates were then cured
in an oven at 150°C for 90 minutes.

3.2.4. Fabrication of Thin-Metal Films
PDMS/SNP substrates were treated with oxygen plasma for 1 minute at an air pressure of
20 psig (Harrick Plasma, PDC FMG-001). An E-beam evaporator (MDC Electron Beam
Evaporator) was used to deposit 30 Å titanium (Ti) followed by 250 Å gold (Au) onto the PDMS
substrates under high vacuum (1 x 10-6 mtorr) at rates of 1 and 2 Å/s respectively.

3.2.5. Characterization
Optical characterization was performed using an Olympus BX51 microscope equipped
with an Olympus Q-Color3 digital camera. A micro-vice stretcher (S. T. Japan, USA, Inc.) was
mounted to the microscope stage and samples were clamped in the stretcher to obtain microscope
images of stretched samples. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) was performed using FEI
Quanta 200 FEG Environmental SEM. Stretched images were obtained by depositing a thin layer
of carbon to prevent charging onto 25% stretched samples secured onto a glass slide. Atomic
force microscopy (AFM) images were obtained using a Digital Instruments Multimode atomic
force microscope run in tapping mode. Veeco type FESP cantilevers with a nominal tip radius of
8nm and a nominal force constant of 2.8N/m were used. Images were collected from three spots
on each sample over a 10 µm x 10 µm scan area with a scanning resolution of 512 samples/line
and a scan rate of 0.749Hz using Nanoscope 6 software and processed using WSxM 5.0 Develop
9.1 software.
Electrical characterization was conducted using a Keithley 2601A source meter. EGaIn
was deposited by syringe to the ends of the sample surface to facilitate electrical contact.
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Stretching properties tested using a microvice stretcher (S.T. Japan, USA, Inc.) and the resistance
was measured at 5% increments of strain. A minimum of three samples were averaged.
Infrared spectroscopy (IR) was obtained using a Bruker Alpha FT-IR spectrometer
equipped with a Platinum single reflection diamond ATR module.

3.3. Results and Discussion
3.3.1. Fabrication of PDMS/Silica Nanoparticle Composites
In order to create compatibility with the polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) prepolymer matrix,
the 300 nm diameter silica nanoparticles (SNPs) were subjected to a modification process. These
commercially available particles purchased from Bangs Laboratories are hydrophilic due to
terminal hydroxyl groups on the particle surface. However, since the particles are so large, the
effective surface area is much lower than the previously used 12 nm diameter particles. The
surface area of the 300 nm particles is 10 m2/g which is one order of magnitude smaller than that
of the 12 nm particles 200 m2/g. This results in a lower number of reactive groups on the surface
per gram of material and consequently, less reactive SNPs. To overcome this challenge, we
modified the surface -OH groups with 3-methacryloxypropyl trichlorosilane (MAPTCS) rather
than the 3-methacryloxypropyl trimethoxysilane (MAPTMS) used previously. The chloroterminated silane is more reactive than the corresponding methoxy-terminated silane and is more
suitable for the less reactive particles to provide the hydrophobic layer as it drives the reaction to
happen at the surface rather than in solution. The SNPs and silane were mixed together under
anhydrous conditions in anhydrous toluene for 24 hours to ensure monolayer coverage. Infrared
spectroscopy (IR) data provided in S2.1 demonstrates the chemisorption of the silane onto the
SNPs from key stretches at 1722 cm-1 and 1636 cm-1 corresponding to the carbonyl and alkene
stretches respectively. Peaks at 2983 cm-1 and 2906 cm-1, due to the C-H stretches of the
methylene groups, also match the pristine MAPTCS. The intensity of these peaks on the modified
SNPs is low compared to the very strong Si-O-Si stretch at 1077 cm-1.
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Scheme 3.1 outlines the fabrication process that was used to prepare the composite
coatings of modified SNPs in a PDMS matrix on a flat PDMS substrate. After the modification
process, the SNPs were mixed with uncured 10:1 (w/w) PDMS prepolymer: curing agent in
hexanes and stirred. After stirring, the particles were sonicated to ensure complete mixing and to
prevent the formation of large agglomerates. The solution was then spin-coated onto oxidized
PDMS for 1 minute at 1000 rpm. After spin-coating, the samples were cured in the oven at 150°C
to ensure complete cross-linking before metal deposition. Using physical vapour deposition
(PVD), 3 nm of titanium was deposited as an adhesion layer followed by 25 nm of gold onto the
surface. Using a spin speed of 1000 rpm, unlike the previous chapter which used a spin speed of
2000 rpm, improved the uniformity of the composite coating. A 2000 rpm spin speed resulted in
non-uniform coverage of the composite as seen in Figure 3.1. In particular, as seen from the
magnified region in Figure 3.1b, there are regions with little to no composite coverage just
appearing to be a gold coating on PDMS. This results in the formation of channel cracks in the
gold film with elongation as it may locally debond from the surface; when there is very little to no
topography coverage or a stiffer material available on the surface, the crack tunnels through the
film relatively uninhibited (Figure 3.1 c).

Mix PDMS and
SNP in hexanes

Sonicate PDMS/SNP
solution

Spin-coat solution
onto bulk PDMS

Cure in oven

Scheme 3.1. Process used to fabricate PDMS/SNP composites using modified 300 nm SNP
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Deposit 25 nm
gold on surface
through PVD

a

c

b

Figure 3.1. Optical images showing non-uniform coverage of the PDMS/SNP composite at 2000 rpm at (a) 15 wt%,
(b) Magnified region, and (c) Cracks at 10% elongation. Scale bar – 50 mm

Similar to the previous chapter, we examined four different weight percentages (wt%) of
SNPs to PDMS pre-polymer: 10 wt%, 15 wt%, 20 wt% and 25 wt%. The composite layer will be
denoted using the notation PDMS/SNP-X, where X is the wt% of SNPs added to the composite
mixture.

3.3.2. Surface Topography
Optical micrographs of the resulting composite surfaces are displayed in Figure 3.2. The
top row of images (Figure 3.2 a-d) shows the coverage of PDMS/SNP on flat PDMS without
metal coverage and the bottom row of images (Figure 3.2 e-h) shows the surface of the same wt%
of SNP after being coated with gold. As the concentration of SNPs increases, there are no major
changes to the surface topography, although there appear to be more features at the highest
loading of SNPs in comparison to the rest of the composite surfaces. Interestingly, when the
samples are coated with gold, there is the emergence of surface features at the lowest wt% of
SNPs not seen in the previous chapter. After coating with gold, PDMS/SNP-10 and PDMS/SNP15 samples present a random wrinkled topography that has been previously associated with
thermal expansion of the PDMS substrate during deposition of the metal coating.[11] This is more
prominent in scanning electron (SEM) images in Figure 3.3 a and b as the texture is revealed. The
large smooth wrinkles are present around hard particulate regions and are further supported by a
3-dimensional perspective of the surface (Figure 3.3 e,f). This indicates that these wrinkled
regions may be predominately PDMS. In particular, the wrinkles radiate outwards from random
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localized hard regions from the SNPs on the surface very similar to the way wrinkles form on a
microstructured PDMS surface with metal deposition as reported by Bowden et al.[11] Wrinkles
formed on these structures were completely random unless they were near relief structures, which
induced ordering into the wrinkles that formed within 200 - 600 µm of the structures. The
wrinkles form perpendicular to the raised portion of the relief structures and emanate
predominately from the shorter edges of rectangular-shaped relief structures.[11] This effect is
especially evident in Figure 3.3 b where wrinkles emanate from the short edge of a rectangularshaped hard region. As the wt% of SNPs is increased, the density of these wrinkles decreases till
they are non-existent for PDMS/SNP-20 and PDMS-25 and is replaced by a rough surface with
spikier protrusions out from the surface, consistent with SNPs present in the composite structure
at the surface. At PDMS/SNP-20 and PDMS/SNP-25, the gold coating highlights what appears to
be regions of the PDMS/SNP composite on the surface in Figure 3.2 g and h. SEM images in
Figure 3.3 c,d & g,h reveal the emergence of protrusions randomly arranged on the surface.
a
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e
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g

h

Figure 3.2.Optical images of PDMS/SNP composites spun at 1000 rpm at 10wt% (a,e), 15wt% (b,f), 20wt% (c,g), and
25wt% (d,h). Bright field images of composites without gold (a-d) and with gold (e-h). Scale bar – 100 µm
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Figure 3.3. SEM of PDMS/SNP composites spun at 1000 rpm at 10wt% (a,e), 15wt% (b,f), 20wt% (c,g), and 25wt%
(d,h). Scale bar – 12.5 µm

AFM height images and line profiles are displayed in Figure 3.4. From the height images,
there is not a large change in the height or topography for these composites, even at the highest
wt% of SNPs. The height of features on the surface ranges from ~230 nm at the lowest wt% of
SNPs to ~560 nm at the highest wt% of SNPs. This corresponds well to the SEM images which
showed few prominent features on the surface. The RMS roughness values of the surfaces are
displayed in Table 3.1. PDMS/SNP-10 and PDMS/SNP-15 have almost the same RMS
roughness, which can be attributed to the lack of obvious surface features present as seen in the
SEM images. PDMS/SNP-20 and PDMS/SNP-25 have larger RMS roughness values
corresponding to the lack of wrinkles and better surface coverage of the composite. The phase
images in Figure 3.5 show that these particles appear to be discrete on the surface as there are
many bright hard regions that correspond to the higher Young's modulus of the SNPs. This
suggests that the surface is comprised of discrete particles embedded in the PDMS matrix rather
than a more integrated composite system as seen with the smaller diameter SNPs in the previous
chapter.
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Figure 3.4. AFM height images and line profiles for (a) 10 wt%, (b) 15 wt%, (c) 20 wt% and (d) 25 wt%
Table 3.1. RMS roughness of 300 nm SNP/PDMS composite surfaces

Silica %
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Figure 3.5. AFM phase images for (a) 10 wt%, (b) 15 wt%, (c) 20 wt% and (d) 25 wt%

Particle size, loading amounts, and the particle-polymer interactions are all key parameters
that have been shown to affect the composite layer. Another parameter that could affect the
composite layer is the interaction between the particles. As particles decrease in size to the
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nanoscale, their surface free energy increases.[12] High surface free energies makes nanoparticles
less stable and the formation of agglomerates are more favourable as they coalesce together to
minimize the surface free energy and surface area. With an increase in particle size, the surface
area and surface free energy of the particles decreases which leads to fewer interactions between
the polymer and the particles and between the particles themselves. This leads to less association
into the polymer matrix and the formation of fewer agglomerates. Therefore, when the particles
are below a critical size threshold, the high surface area and surface free energy results in high
particle-polymer and particle-particle interactions and a larger degree of association with the
polymer matrix and the formation of agglomerates.[1,13,14] Through the microscopy provided in
Figures 3.2-3.5, SNPs with a 300 nm diameter appear to associate with each other less in
comparison to the 12 nm SNPs, even when there is a high wt% of SNPs in the composite. A stark
difference noticeable between composites formed using the two particle sizes is the lack of the
fine features that were so prominent at higher wt% with the smaller 12 nm SNPs (Figure 2.4 &
2.7). This indicates that there are strong interactions between the 12 nm SNPs and the PDMS
matrix and strong particle-particle interactions that are not present with the 300 nm SNPs. As a
result, since the particle-particle and particle-polymer interactions for the 300 nm SNPs are
smaller than the same interactions with the 12 nm SNPs, there will be surface less topography.
The AFM phase images in Figure 2.8 and 3.5 gives information about the stiffness of the
surface in a 10 µm x 10 µm area and it also alludes to the differences in particle-particle
interactions between the two composites. With the 300 nm SNPs, the low surface area results in
fewer particle-particle interactions within the composite. In the AFM phase images, these appear
as small (~308 nm), hard regions at the surface of the sample. Increasing the wt% of SNPs simply
results in the appearance of more hard regions that are relatively isolated from one another at the
surface. In contrast, the high surface area of the 12 nm SNPs drives them to associate more with
one another and the polymer matrix creating regions of associated and embedded particles that
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result in an apparent increase in the stiffness across the surface. As the wt% of SNPs increases,
these stiff regions become more prominent as the more associations between particles occur.

3.3.3. Electrical Conductivity and Cracking Patterns
In the previous chapter, we showed that the surface topography and stiffness provided by
the composite layer had a pronounced effect on the cracking of an overlying thin gold film and
thus the electrical conductance. Optical images of each wt% of the larger particle PDMS/SNP
composites as they were stretched were taken at 5%, 25%, and 50% elongation and are presented
in Figure 3.6. Similar to the smaller nanoparticle composites, as the substrates are stretched,
regardless of SNP loading, more cracks appear on the surface to relieve the strain. As seen
through the optical and SEM images (Figure 3.2 and 3.3), there is less topography on the surface
of the large SNP composites. Where the SNPs are on the surface, they act as nucleation sites from
which the cracks can initiate and propagate. However, due to the lesser amount of surface
topography and the formation of smooth buckles, the cracks formed are both longer and straighter
than the cracks formed in the metal films from the previous chapter (Figure 3.6 vs Figure 2.11
and 2.12). In particular, the cracks formed on the surface of the PDMS/SNP-10 and PDMS/SNP15, are very similar to those that form on flat PDMS (Figure 3.7) due to there being fewer
nucleation sites to initiate microcrack formation and distribute strain relief. Since there are no
agglomerates and fewer hard particle regions to redirect or halt crack propagation, the cracks that
form will propagate through the film relatively unhindered and prevent the formation of a good
conductive pathway. As the wt% is increased to 20 and 25 wt% SNP, the cracks become more
numerous and are shorter in comparison to composites with a lower wt% SNPs. This is due to
there being more defect sites on the surface that allow for strain relief to be distributed as
microcracks are formed. When a closer look is taken in SEM (Figure S3.2), it can be seen that
the cracks for PDMS/SNP-20 and PDMS/SNP-25 are shorter and slightly jagged in comparison
to cracks for PDMS/SNP-10 and PDMS/SNP-15.
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Figure 3.6.Optical images depicting crack formation of 300 nm SNP/PDMS composites spun at 1000 rpm on PDMS at
5% (1st row), 25% (2nd row), and 50% (3rd row) elongation for 10 wt% (a,e,i), 15 wt% (b,f,j), 20 wt% (c,g,k), and 25
wt% (d,h,l). Scale bar – 100 µm
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c

Figure 3.7. Evolution of cracks on flat PDMS with stretching. Optical images at (a) 0%, (b) 5%, and (c) 25%.
Scale bar – 100 µm

Electrical characterization of these samples upon elongation was done by measuring the
resistance at 5% strain intervals. Plots of normalized resistance as a function of elongation can be
found in Figure 3.8. The normalized resistance plot for PDMS/SNP-10 is missing from the figure
because upon elongation to 5%, all samples were found to be non-conductive. This is attributed to
the straight channel cracking visible at 5% elongation in Figure 3.6a. While there are likely to be
more channel cracks on the surface than visible in Figure 3.6a, as long as there is at least one
channel crack, the flow of electrons across the sample surface is disrupted and there will be no
conductivity. For the remaining sample sets, the resistance increases as the samples are elongated,
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due to the formation of cracks on the surface. As the wt% of SNPs increases, the change in
resistance decreases due to the presence of more defect sites and the formation of smaller cracks.
There is a lot of variability within each composite data set for the 300 nm SNPs as seen from the
large error bars on the graphs in Figure 3.8. This is a result of there being less topography on the
surface so the length and number of cracks on the surface will vary greatly from one sample to
the next. While there is much variability for each data set, they remain conductive at longer
elongations than gold films on PDMS (Figure 3.7); except for PDMS/SNP-10 which is exactly
like gold on flat PDMS. Gold films deposited on flat PDMS substrates were used as a standard
and all of the samples failed electrically at elongations ≤ 5%. This indicates that while the films
resulting from the larger SNPs are not ideal, they are still able to provide a conductive pathway
better than if there was no composite layer.
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Figure 3.8. Plot of normalized resistance as a function of linear elongation for 15 wt%, 20 wt%, and 25 wt% 300 nm
SNP/PDMS composites
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Surface topography of the composites are based on how many SNPs are associated into the
polymer matrix and thus, their interfacial interactions. This affects the Young's modulus and the
strength of the material. When the SNP size increases, this interaction decreases as a direct result
of the decrease in surface area. This results in a complete change in the surface texture and
topography, and the number of defect sites which affects crack initiation and strain localization,
as the size is changed from 12 nm to 300 nm. With the 12 nm SNPs, as the SNP wt% increased
there was the development of fine structures due to particle-particle interactions that greatly
enhanced the retention of conductivity of the gold films with stretching as they provided
numerous defect sites for crack initiation. The cracks that formed in the metal film were short and
numerous. This leads to low variability in the sample set resistance at wt% higher than 15 wt%
SNPs, where these fine structures develop. In comparison, the 300 nm SNPs lacked any fine
structure at the surface and as a result, had fewer defect sites for crack initiation and thus, longer
cracks. In addition to longer cracks, the resistance data was more variable for the 300 nm SNPs as
an electrical pathway was not consistent due to the number and length of the cracks varying from
one sample to the next. The stiffness and the strength of the composite material play a direct role
in the stretchability of the metal film as well. As previously mentioned in Chapter 2, an
elastomeric substrate that is too compliant does not restrict out-of-plane deformation of a metal
film. Adding fillers to the elastomer to increase the stiffness may be beneficial by constraining the
metal film on the surface and restricting out-of-plane deformations with tensile strain. As seen
previously, the apparent stiffness of the composite is seen to increase with the addition of SNPs to
the PDMS polymer matrix through the AFM phase images, however, stress-strain measurements
are required to quantify what that stiffness is and what role it exactly plays in increasing the
stretchability of metal films.
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3.4. Conclusion
We have begun the examination of the effect particle size has on the mechanical properties
of the PDMS/SNP composite system by increasing the size of the SNPs from 12 nm to 300 nm.
As a result of the dramatic size increase, we have found that the resulting composite layered films
on flat PDMS to be inconsistent and lacking in topography. This is in part due to the smaller
surface area of the particles that results in fewer PDMS-SNP and particle-particle interactions.
After being coated with a thin metal film, these composite films had an increase in the number of
long straight cracks, larger changes in resistance, and more variability than when the composite
films were made using 12 nm SNPs. While there was not a lot of topography on the surface,
increasing the wt% of SNPs in the composite did lead to more topography and a lower change in
resistance for the sample set that was ultimately better than if there was no composite layer on the
surface at all. Literature has suggested that there is a critical value of around 30 nm that leads to a
"nano"-effect which causes a large increase in the Young's modulus of the resulting composite.
The next step with this study is to quantify the mechanical properties of the composite films made
with both the small and large SNPs. The Young's modulus data of the composite surface can be
determined with nanoindentation and bulk modulus determined through a stress-strain test.
Further study is necessary on these composites to see if there is indeed a critical particle size and
the resulting effects on the surface topography and stretchability of thin metal films.
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3.6. Supporting Information
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Figure S3.1. (a) IR spectrum of MAPTCS silane and unmodified and modified 300 nm SNPs and (b) Inset of 1600 –
1800 cm-1 range
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Figure S3.2. SEM images of 300 nm SNP/PDMS composites stretched at 25% elongation at (a) 10 wt%, (b) 15 wt%,
(c) 20 wt%, and (d) 25 wt%. Scale bar – 12.5 µm
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4. Chapter 4

Conclusion and Outlook
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4.1. Conclusions
Research in this thesis focused on the development of a stiff, microstructured composite
layer that was compatible with the underlying polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) substrate for
producing stretchable and conductive gold films. Gold films on flat elastomeric substrates are
unable to maintain conductivity with elongation due to the uncontrollable crack formation in the
metal film. Researchers have used expensive lithography techniques to create as pop-up
structures[1] and serpentines[2] to obtain stretchable metal films or more recently, benchtop
fabrication techniques to create rough[3] and microstructured surfaces[4]by creating defect sites for
strain localization and crack formation. Defect sites on the surface of the elastomer are not
enough to maintain high conductivity at high elongations because due to the low Young's
modulus of the elastomer that leads to debonding of the metal film. Poly(vinylacetate) (PVAc)
polymer films that incorporate the formation of a stiffer layer and a microstructured surface have
been shown to maintain conductivity at higher elongations[4] however, they create the formation
of an additional interface in the system that may be less robust. We sought to eliminate this
possible weak interface, while still maintaining conductive stretchable films, through the
introduction of a composite polymer film fabricated from the mixing of PDMS prepolymer and
silane modified silica nanoparticles (SNPs) together. Since the composite layer contains PDMS, it
is able to crosslink to the bulk substrate to create a robust interlayer. This film is deposited onto
bulk PDMS substrates from solution using benchtop fabrication techniques.
In Chapter 2, we demonstrated the formation of a microstructured surface from the
composite layer when deposited onto bulk PDMS substrates. The microstructures provide strain
relief in an overlying gold metal film through the formation of microcracks that are able to bridge
conductive pathways through the sample. The change in resistance and the relative size of the
cracks can be tuned by altering the weight percentage (wt%) of SNPs to PDMS in the composite
solution as the resulting surface topography changes with the addition of more SNPs. As the wt%
of SNPs increased, there was an increase in the apparent modulus at the surface and the
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development of fine structure that lead to the formation of more microcracks and a decrease in the
resistance change with elongation. The dispersion of SNPs in the composite layer was also
investigated through sonication and it was found that the apparent modulus at each respective
wt% of SNPs with sonication was higher than those without and agglomerates that were
previously present were broken up. Beyond these observations and some slight changes in the
resistance with stretching, there was no obvious benefit to adding sonication into the fabrication
scheme. This composite system provides a method to formulate reliable and tunable stretchable
gold films which is ideal for stretchable sensor applications where reliability is important.
In Chapter 3, we demonstrated that in addition to particle loading, the size of the SNPs on
the properties of the composite layer matters as we increased the particle size from 12 nm
(Chapter 2) to 300 nm. With an increase in size, there is a reduction in the surface area of the
SNPs. We postulate that this leads to less particle-particle and particle-polymer interactions in the
composite layer as there was less topography for each wt% of SNP in comparison to Chapter 2
and the emergence of discrete particles at the surface regardless of SNP wt%. Less topography
resulted in the formation of gold films that were highly variable and only able to maintain some
conductivity at higher SNP wt%. Further study of intermediate SNP sizes is required to determine
the full effect of particle size. It is possible that there is a critical particle size of SNPs above
which the effect of the composite layer at the surface will be heavily diminished.

4.2. Outlook and Future Work
Over the course of this thesis, we have obtained insight into the composite layer and how
particle size, loading, and particle-particle and particle-polymer interactions all affect the
resulting surface and mechanical properties. This research opens up the avenue to explore other
particulate-polymer systems and their resulting effects on the stretchability of overlying metal
films.
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Particle size, loading, and the particle-particle, particle-polymer interactions are all key
factors in the mechanical properties of the resulting composite, particularly the Young's modulus
and the strength of the material. These factors are not independent of one another, but the effects
of some factors can more directly influence the mechanical properties than others. The Young's
modulus is directly affected by the loading of the particles in the composite matrix and may be
affected by the particle size. It was clearly seen in Chapter 2 that as the loading of the particles
increased, the apparent modulus increased. The effect of particle size on the Young's modulus is
still unknown since no modulus data was obtained; however, in comparison to the larger particles
in Chapter 3, the smaller particles appear to cause an increase in the apparent modulus while the
large particles did not. We postulate that the strength of the composite layer increases with a
decrease in particle size due to the higher surface area on the smaller particles which allows for
more efficient stress transfer as the composite undergoes tensile stress.
The next step for this research is to obtain surface modulus data of the composites
produced from high and low particle sizes through nanoindentation. It will also be important to
obtain stress-strain data to determine if there is any change in the bulk modulus through the
addition of the composite layer. Sheet resistance and repetitive strain data will also benefit the
research as it allows it to be more easily compared to other bodies of work and ascertain the
durability of the composite with wear. This is important if it is going to be able to be used as a
strain sensor in real-world applications.
Long term goals for this research will be to investigate if there is indeed a critical particle
size effect on the composite and the formation of surface features when deposited as a film on
PDMS. In the literature, the critical particle size is hypothesized to be 30 nm. In order to
investigate this critical particle size, two or three additional particle sizes - either 20 nm, 30 nm,
and 50 nm, or 25 nm and 50 nm - should be tested. In addition to other sizes of SNPs, it would be
interesting to investigate other filler particulates and see if they exhibit similar characteristics.
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